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Inflation: what’s happening now?

UK CPI: selected items, % change 12m to
April
1. Heating oil 114%
2. Electricity and gas 70%
3. Petrol and diesel 31%
4. Second-hand cars 27%
5. Home contents insurance 24%
6. Furniture 16%
7. Oils and fats 15%
8. Air travel 13%
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Rising energy and commodity prices
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Strong demand, limited supply
Pandemic preference for goods
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Supply chain disruption
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What does this mean for consumers and corporates
Consumers cutting back, margins under pressure

Source: Deloitte CFO Survey Q1 2022
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The shrinking labour force

Source: The route back to 2% inflation − speech by Michael Saunders, 9 May 2022
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Labour market historically tight
Earnings outpacing inflation
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Inflation expectations becoming unanchored
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Interest rates set to rise to levels not seen since before the Global Financial Crisis
Higher cost of credit is likely to hit struggling companies and weigh on asset valuations
Implied market expectations for central bank interest rates
at end 2022
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* Based on Deloitte interpretation of a Refinitiv model of future market expectations of
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Goldilocks vs the bears: can we avoid a recession?
Everything hinges on inflation dropping sharply in 2023, capping rate hikes at non-recessionary levels

Goldilocks: The temporary shock theory & why inflation should fall sharply in 2023
1. Slowing economy
2. Weaker demand, labour market pressures ease
3. Falling pricing power & real wages
4. Covid, Ukraine, China disruptions fade
5. Base effects: commodities won’t carry on rising at breakneck rates
Result: inflation eases, nasty, but short lived squeeze, resumption of growth through 2023

Central banks
aiming for this

The bears take over: the embedded inflation theory
Growing worries we could get this

1. High inflation feeds into pricing & wages
2. Market, businesses, consumers assume high inflation is here to stay
3. Wage-price spiral
4. Ageing population, deglobalisation boost inflation
5. High inflation is payback for long-term monetary excess
Result: central banks hike rates aggressively to crush inflation, pushing the
economy into recession
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